The Commission is getting ready to act on a request from APS to increase rates on Solar customers and to put a tax on APS customers who have solar that will increase both the fees that they have to pay to APS and decrease the credit these solar customers get when they "return excess solar credits" to the electric company. If Solar Power is to go forward in this state and remain a viable source for homeowners, this cannot be allowed. If the Commission approves this action it will squash the market for new solar installations on homes & businesses as well as cost many well-paid solar industry jobs. Please deny this APS request. Thank You, Rainy & Sharon Atchison

*End of Complaint*

Utilities' Response:

N/A

*End of Response*

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:

Noted and filed for the record in Docket Control.

*End of Comments*
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Consumer is opposed to the increase that APS is asking for Solar customers. She states that this is not fair to residential consumers. APS is claiming that residential consumers are not paying enough for their electricity. She was told that APS pays consumers less for the wattage that is being sent to their system and then resells it for a higher price.

*End of Complaint*

Utilities' Response:

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:
Opinion noted and filed in Docket No. E-01345A-13-0248. closed
*End of Comments*
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